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ABSTRACT 

With the increasing amount of digital video material, there is a need for a way to represent the 

contents of the video streams in an efficient and useful manner. Key frames are stills from a 

video stream which could be used to represent video content. We investigated how well 

different methods of key frame extraction represent the content of a programme. We 

compared the key frames selected by three different methods of key frame extraction: 

manual, time-based and shot-based extraction. These key frame extraction methods were 

applied to two different types of content, i.e., film and news. We let the participants in the six 

resulting conditions (4 subjects per condition) do several specific tasks with the key frames. 

The results show that there is no difference between the different methods qua content 

representation and navigation efficiency. There are some indications that there is a difference 

between the different content types news and film. 

Summary of results: 

• there is no difference in the navigation efficiency between the different extraction methods; 

• the path of participants is twice the length of the optimal path when navigating to a frame of 

which the time code is given; 

• the length of the participant's path is four times the length of the optimal path when 

navigating to a frame of which only a content description is given; 

• people navigate more efficiently, i.e., in less time, when they have a time code to look for 

than when they have the content of a frame to look for; 

• people are not very good at visualising the hierarchical structure of the system; 

• participants reproduce less of the content of the news when there are shots missing (i.e., 

not represented) in the news; 

• participants reproduce less of the content of the news when there are shots missing in both 

the news and the film; 

• there is no difference in reproduction of content between film and news when little or no 

shots are missing in the news; 

• people can retrieve a frame of which they have the time code and they perform worse at 

retrieving a frame of which the content is specified and the time code is not given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The popularity of digital video is increasing rapidly. Today it is mainly used by experts, but 

quite some work is being done to develop equipment for domestic use. When a consumer has 

programmed his or her digital video recorder to record all programs of some specific kind, the 

storage system may, after a while, contain large amounts of digital video material that 

originate from different sources. It is important for the users to be able to quickly get an 

impression of what video information is stored on their tapes, to be able to perform a direct 

query on the stored material or to simply browse through it. Browsing is defined as the 

informal perusal of content that may lack any specific goal or focus. To enable people to view 

the material effectively there is a need for a search tool that is easier and more effective to 

use than the classical rewind and fast forward functions. Therefore we are searching for a way 

to represent the content of a video in a compact way so that an overview can be maintained. 

To represent the content of a video one first needs to analyse it. Analysing the content of a 

video, with the goal of representing it visually, is a difficult and sometimes tedious job best left 

to experts. It would be nice if one could let a machine perform a content analysis by means of 

an algorithm. Of course, to let a machine analyse the content of a video is not evident. It would 

require a device using artificial intelligence since identifying content is fundamentally a 

problem of interpretation, which is inherently subjective (Husserl, 1970). 

In the commercial domain, content providers are including information about programmes by 

means of Digital Video Broadcasting - Service Information (DVB-SI). This DVB-SI, usually, 

comprises a description of the video contents, for example, genre, the length and the 

beginning of a program. In the domains of computer science and signal processing, methods 

are being explored and developed to analyse the structure of video material. Segmentation 

algorithms exist that can be used to partition video material in sequential fragments that 

represent, for example, single camera shots, or scenes. Detecting the boundaries between 

shots is not always easy since there are many different types. The simplest shot transitions 

are cuts, abrupt changes that occur within one frame. A dissolve occurs when during a 

number of frames the images of the previous and next shot are superimposed and the first get 

dimmer while the latter get brighter. When the first or last frame of a transition is black and the 

change to the image is gradually, it is a fade. A wipe occurs when the pixels of the second 

shot replace those of the first shot in a regular pattern, such as from the centre expanding to 

the edges. There are many different algorithms to detect shot boundaries, and a comparison 

of the ones most frequently used was made by Boreczky and Rowe (Boreczky et. al., 1996). 

Analysing video content this way is also called content-free content analysis (Furth et. al., 

1996), because the content of a video does not reside in the shot transitions, but inside the 

shots, in the scenes, in the episodes. The transitions are simply creative devices skilfully 

applied to direct and hold the attention of the viewer (Bordwell et. al., 1993). 
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Once the video stream has been broken down into shots, a still that, from the current 

engineering point of view, best represents that shot is selected from each shot. These 

representative stills are the so-called key frames and these can be used in the user interface 

to access the video material. 

Very little research has been done to investigate the usability of key frames extracted in 

different ways. In this experiment, the usability of different methods of key frame extraction will 

be examined; in the mean time the used methodology will be evaluated on its usability for 

further research. 

The structure of this paper is as follows: In part 2 the research question will be explained. 

Some of the methods of key frame extraction will be discussed in part 3. In part 4 the 

experiment will be outlined and the results reported. The conclusions and directions for future 

research will be presented in part 5. 
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2. RESEARCH QUESTION 

In the current experiment the overall goal is to determine the effect of the method of key frame 

extraction on the accuracy and speed of item retrieval, of moving between locations in the 

video and of having a comprehensive representation of the video content for different types of 

programmes. 

2.1 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Two major independent variables can be distinguished: type of programme and method of key 

frame extraction. 

2.1.1 Type of programme 

There are many different types of programme that can be investigated; for example Film, 

News, Sports, Documentaries, Cartoons, etc. In this experiment, for the sake of feasibility, we 

will limit it to Film and News. 

2.1.2 Method of key frame extraction 

Three methods of extraction will be used: 

1. Manual extraction 

2. Shot-based extraction 

2. Time-based extraction 

The methods of key frame extraction will be discussed in part 3. 

2.2 DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

The major dependent variables for this experiment are: 

• Conceptual comprehension, 

• Retrieval efficiency 

• Navigation efficiency, and 

• Representation of the overall content of the video material. 

2.2.1 Conceptual comprehension 

Conceptual comprehension implies: 

• Understanding the organisational structure of the information represented by the key 

frames, and how this structure supports retrieval and navigation tasks by moving through 

dynamic data at levels of different granularity. 

• Understanding how the structure supports different tasks, such as, searching for details 

within programmes or quickly grasping the 'gist' of a programme. 

To test conceptual understanding, people can be assigned tasks in which they have to explain 

how the structure works and how they would use it in different circumstances. A way of doing 

this is, for example, showing people the hierarchical structures by means of a demo and then 
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1) asking them to explain the system to a naive user, 2) giving them examples of structures 

and ask which ones match the structure in the demo video material, 3) giving them search 

tasks and ask to select a structure. 

2.2.2 Retrieval efficiency 

Retrieval efficiency can be determined as accuracy and speed of retrieval of items from the 

storage device within a programme. Accuracy and speed are performance measures. They 

can be measured in different ways. Possible measures are the time people need, and the 

number of correct items they retrieve. 

2.2.3 Navigation efficiency 

Navigation efficiency can be determined as accuracy and speed of moving from one location 

to another within the same programme. This moving from location a to location b is 

comparable to moving 'fast forward and backward'. To test navigation efficiency people have 

to move through the hierarchical structure in assignments which vary between easy, such as, 

go straight from key frame a to key frame b, and complex, such as, go from a not identified 

start point (i.e., they are somewhere in the video material) to an ill-described end point by 

passing a few obstacles. The trajectory has to be found by the participants. One way of 

measuring navigation efficiency is counting the number of steps people take to accomplish a 

task and compare it with the minimum number of steps it takes to accomplish that task (the 

optimal path). 

2.2.4 Representation of the overall content of the video material 

Representation of the overall content of the video material can be determined by testing how 

complete and concise people can give an overview of video content. To test whether key 

frames in a hierarchical structure represent the content of video material in a comprehensive 

manner so that people can quickly grasp what is in storage, users can be given tasks in which 

they have to identify and summarise the content of (a piece of) video material. By 

manipulating the time of exposure to the video material we might be able to simulate realistic 

situations in which people, for example, have recorded a programme and want to find out if it 

is interesting enough to watch, or if it is something they want to see. 

2.3 TESTING THE METHODOLOGY 

This is the first experiment in a research programme to investigate the influence of different 

methods of key frame extraction and different types of content on the dependent variables 

described above. The methodology used in this experiment will thus be subject to evaluation. 

A sub-goal of this experiment is to perfect the methodology so that future research on the 

same subject can be performed with less preparation: one simply has to choose the relevant 

dependent and independent variables and insert them into the methodology. 
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3. KEY FRAME EXTRACTION 

In this experiment three different methods of key frame extraction were used and compared. 

The first one is manual key frame extraction, the second one is shot-based extraction and the 

third one is time-based extraction. The reason for using these three methods is different for 

each one. The manual extraction is used because it was our intention to compare the others 

with the manual one to see if automatic key frame extraction is about as good as manual 

extraction, because that is the performance level we want to reach with automatic key frame 

extraction. We used the shot-based extraction because it is a common way to extract key 

frames. There are different algorithms for shot-based extraction but we chose the one that is 

being developed at the Technical University of Delft, a partner in the European project of 

which this research is part. The third and last method, time-based extraction, was chosen 

because it is technically the easiest method which requires the least time and computing 

power. 

Before one can start the key frame extraction the video stream needs to be divided in to shots. 

This partitioning of video can be done by a number of different algorithms, but the description 

of those algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper. For an overview of different methods of 

partitioning we refer to Furht et. al. (1996) and Smoliar et. al. (1995). The partitioning of the 

videos used in this experiment did not cause any problems: for the time-based extraction no 

partitioning is needed, the person doing the manual extraction divides the video himself, the 

shot-based extraction algorithm divided the video into shots and extracted the key frames at 

the same time. 

The next step is the clustering of the key frames. If one wants to represent the extracted key 

frames in a hierarchy, clustering of the frames is needed. In this experiment a hierarchy, i.e., 

the structure, was used because in a hierarchy the top level gives a global overview of the 

content of the video, and the second and third level show some and all of the details, 

respectively. Since it is our intention to investigate both the representation of the overall 

content and retrieval and navigation, we opted for a hierarchy, and hence needed clustering. 

The frames extracted with the shot-based extraction algorithm were clustered in Logical Story 

Units (LSU's). The LSU method is developed at the Technical University of Delft. The 

manually extracted key frames had to be clustered by hand, and the time interval extracted 

frames are clustered on a time base. The time interval of key frame extraction and clustering 

will be defined by the target number of key frames and clusters respectively. 

We will now look at each of the methods more closely. 
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3.1 MANUAL KEY FRAME EXTRACTION 

For the manual key frame extraction we wanted to use someone with technical film 

knowledge, someone who could recognise a shot when he saw one. Therefore we used an 

experienced amateur filmmaker who watched both programmes, detected the shot 

boundaries and from each camera shot chose one or more frames which he thought best 

represented that shot. 

3.2 SHOT-BASED EXTRACTION 

Before one can extract key frames from a video, the video stream first has to be divided into 

shots. Shots consist of a finite number of frames that have a similar content. The content of 

every two consecutive frames is compared by calculating the dissimilarity between the two 

frames. The difference between two frames is computed by comparing visual features such 

as colour and intensity histograms and is called a frame-to-frame difference (FFD). 

Once the video is divided into shots, the temporal information flow fluctuations (or technical 

"content") of the frame sequence within a shot are measured. This flow-coefficient Ci is 

determined by the following function 

L 

Ci = L FFD(k)' 
k=2 

with Ci the total magnitude of temporal flow fluctuations in the shot, 

k the frame index, 

L the number of frames in the shot, 

(1) 

and FFD(k) the frame-to-frame difference in shot i from the beginning of the shot up to frame 

k (Hanjalic et. al., 1996). 

This C; is calculated for every shot. 

The user can determine the maximal number of key frames N to be extracted from the entire 

video sequence. Once the C; 's are calculated, and the N is determined, the algorithm can 

compute the number Ki of key frames to extract from every shot. This number K; depends 

on the flow-coefficient C; and on the maximum number of key frames N, and is calculated as 

(2) 

with Cj the flow-coefficient of shot j and S the number of shots in the entire sequence 

(Hanjalic et. al., 1996). 

Now the key frames are extracted and can be used in the calculation of the inter-shot 

dissimilarity. The inter-shot dissimilarity measure is described extensively in (Hanjalic et. al., 
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1997). Based on this dissimilarity measure, the algorithm decides if two shots should be linked 

or not. If the dissimilarity between two shots does not exceed a threshold -- if the two shots 

are quite similar, i.e., if visual content elements of the first shot re-appear (approximately) in 

the second shot -- the shots are linked. A series of temporally contiguous shots, characterised 

by overlapping links (fig. 1) are defined as a Logical Story Unit (LSU), and these LSU's 

approximate actual movie scenes. 

The LSU method thus clusters the key frames into groups that represent parts of the movie. 

I.SU (m) , l.SU(m+f) ..................................................... , .................. .. 
I 

LIHKS BETWEEH SIMILAR SHOTS ! 

~ ~~~,,!.---~"\!~ 
· ........... .' .......... -· ...... ____ .... ! 

I 

Figure 1: A LSU, overlapping links connect video shots to form a LSU 

3.3 TIME-BASED EXTRACTION 

When extracting key frames on a time interval basis, there is no need to first divide the video 

stream into shots, one simply selects a frame every x seconds to be a key frame. The 

clustering of these key frames is also time based. One decides to make clusters that all have 

k (k = y/x, y is a multiple of x) key frames, i.e., every k key frames are grouped to be a cluster. 

So the first k key frames are the first cluster, key frame k+1 up to key frame 2k form cluster 2, 

and so on. every one of these clusters is represented at the second level by one frame of the 

cluster. Once all the clusters of the bottom level of the hierarchy are represented at the 

second level, a new time interval is chosen to cluster the frames on the second level and to 

select frames from the second level to be at the top level. 

3.4 HIERARCHY 

The hierarchy we used was a tree structure with three levels. At the top level there was only a 

limited number of frames; these were intended to represent the global content of the video 

programme. The second level had more frames than the top one. The frames at this level are 

supposed to give some additional information about what is going on in the scenes or 

episodes represented by the frames at the top level. The bottom level of the hierarchy 

contained all the frames extracted by a specific method, so at this lowest level one can find 

the detailed representation of the video programme. 
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All frames on the top and second level are also on the bottom level. If one goes down from the 

top level to the bottom level without moving right or left, than at the bottom level one is still on 

the same frame as on the top level, but there are more frames (i.e., the frames lie closer 

together qua time code) surrounding it. In the opposite way, this is only the case if one does 

not move right or left on the bottom level before going back up. 

When starting on a random frame on the bottom level and going up, one arrives on the middle 

level on the frame closest (in time code) to the starting frame. The same happens if one goes 

up another level to arrive at the top level. For a pictorial representation of the hierarchical 

structure, see Appendix D. 
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4. EXPERIMENT 

4.1 METHOD 

Participants 

We used 24 participants, 4 for each condition. Half of the participants were male and the other 

half were female. Most of the participants were students at the TUE and some were student 

trainees at Philips Research. All participants were paid 1 O fl. for participating in the 

experiment. The participants were all between 20 and 27 years of age except for one 

participant who was only 17 (mean age was 22.375 years). Age was not a variable in the 

experiment. 

Design 

In the experiment we had 6 conditions: 2 content types x 3 extraction methods. The content 

types were film and news, and for each content type the three methods of key frame 

extraction were compared. The three methods of key frame extraction were manual, shot

based and time-based extraction. The participants were randomly assigned to one of the six 

conditions. 

Materials and Procedure 

The structure of every experimental session was the following: the participant enters the room 

and gets a brief explanation by the experimenter {for the text of the explanation, see Appendix 

A). The participant is sitting in front of a monitor and sees on the screen what the 

experimenter does on his monitor. This setting is maintained throughout the experiment so the 

experimenter sees what the participant does while doing the tasks. Next a second naive user, 

the dummy, enters and the participant gives an explanation to this person (teach back 

method, see below), and the participant is allowed to use only pencil and paper and not the 

system (the monitor was turned off). After the teach back part, the participant works on a 

series of tasks with the system. 

The film we used was an episode of the series ''Third rock from the sun". It was chosen 

because it is a 25 minute programme which has a complete story in it and not many people 

know this programme. We recorded it from the BBC on a Sony digital recorder and 

transformed it onto a 01 tape. The news programme we chose was the 6 o'clock news from 

the BBC. This is a half hour programme, and a half hour was the maximum we wanted any 

one of the two programmes to take. 

Manual extraction. The experienced amateur filmmaker first divided the film and the news into 

camera shots and then selected a frame from every shot. From some shots, i.e., long ones 

and ones in which a lot happened, he chose two frames. He divided the film into 258 shots 

and extracted 266 key frames from it, he divided the news into 233 shots and extracted 233 

key frames from it. 
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Shot-based extraction. The algorithm analysed the video and divided the film into 181 shots, 

extracting 181 key frames from it. The news was divided by the algorithm into 218 shots and 

218 key frames were extracted. 

Time-based. In this method the film and the news were not divided into shots. Setting the time 

interval to 5 seconds yielded 266 key frames from the film and 355 key frames from the news. 

There were 258 shots in the film, and 233 shots in the news. Not all shots were detected by all 

the methods; the shot-based extraction method only detected 181 shots in the film, and 218 

shots in the news. Since the time-based extraction method does not divide the video into 

shots, it is not relevant to speak of detected shots. 

The number of frames the different extraction methods extracted out of the video material is 

shown in table 1 . 

Table 1: number of key frames per content type and extraction method 

extraction method 
MANUAL 
SHOT BASED 
TIME BASED 

FILM 
262 
181 
266 

NEWS 
233 
218 
355 

There were some drawbacks to the 2 automated extraction methods, i.e., time-based and 

shot-based extraction. The drawback of the shot-based extraction method is that the algorithm 

does not detect every shot boundary so the method misses some shots. Table 1 shows that 

the shot-based method misses 77 shots out of the 258 shots (30%) in the film. In the news, 

the shot-based extraction missed 15 out of the 233 shots (6%). 

Time-based extraction selects a frame every 5 seconds, so if there are short shots (shots that 

are shorter than 5 seconds) in the video material, there is a chance that the time-based 

extraction method misses some of these shots, i.e., does not extract a frame out of these 

shots and hence does not represent them. To find out how many shots the time-based 

extraction method missed we did some calculations. 

Film 

The film consisted of 258 shots which represented a total length of 1314.16 seconds. The 

mean length of the shots of the film was 5.094 seconds. In the film there were 161 short shots 

which represented a total length of 436.56 seconds (33.22% of the length of the movie) and 

had a mean length of 2.712 seconds. We also calculated the probability that the time-based 

extraction method misses a short shot using the following formula 

1 
_ length( shots< 5s) 

interval ' 
(3) 
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with length( shots < Ss) the mean length of the short shots and interval the length of the 

interval, here this interval is 5 seconds. The calculated probability was .458. Next we 

calculated the number of shots missed by the time-based extraction using the following rule: 

If length < 5 - BT mod 5 

Then time-based missed the shot (4) 

with length the length of the shot in seconds and BT the begin time of the shot. 

Eventually, we found that the time-based extraction method missed 51.55% of the short shots 

and missed 32.17% of the total amount of shots in the film. 

News 

The news consisted of 233 shots which represented a total length of 1785.7 seconds. The 

mean length of the shots of the news was 7.6 seconds. In the news were 121 short shots 

which represented a total length of 396.7 seconds (22.22 % of the length of the news) and had 

a mean length of 3.3 seconds. We also calculated the probability that the time-based 

extraction method misses a short shot using formula (3). The calculated probability was .34. 

Eventually, we found that the time-based extraction method missed 42.97% of the short shots 

in the news and missed 22.13% of the total amount of shots in the news. 

Based on these findings we decided to develop tasks in which the participants had to retrieve 

the content of a piece of video in which there were a number of short shots, i.e., shots possibly 

missed by the time-based method, and some tasks in which they had to retrieve the content of 

a piece of video which did not have many short shots. 

Tasks 

We used different tasks to investigate the different dependent variables. Most of the tasks 

were used to calculate more than one dependent variable. The first task was the teach back 

task: the participants had 5 minutes to explain to naive user, a dummy, how the system 

worked. For this explanation the participant was not allowed to use the system, only verbal 

explanations and pen and pencil. This task was scored using the verbal explanation which 

was audio taped together with the drawing(s) and the written explanation. Wrong explanations 

and omissions were both counted as mistakes because in both cases it meant that the 

participant does not know what it is about. In the remainder of this paper we will refer to this 

task as the task teach back. 

The second task was the selection of the hierarchical structure: the participants were given 

representations of different structures (for some examples of structures, see Appendix E) and 

had to choose the one that was used in the system. This task was scored as follows: if the 

participant chose the correct structure the score was 1, and if the participant chose one or 

more of the other structures the score was 0 because both the selection of the wrong 

structure and the selection of several structures indicated that the participant did not know 
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what the structure was like. In the remainder of this paper we will refer to this task as task 

hierarchy selection 1. 

The third task was the superficial skimming task: the participants had 2 minutes to browse 

through the frames and after the 2 minutes they had to reproduce the overall, global content of 

the programme, i.e., the film or the news. For the scoring of this task we had a series of things 

the participants had to mention to describe the overall content. The participants were scored 

using their written answers and their verbal description they were asked to give and which was 

audio taped. We will refer to this task as the task global content retrieval. 

The fourth task was the retrieval of one frame: participants were asked to go to the frame 

where the film was going on for 13 minutes (in the Film condition) or the news was going on 

for 1 O minutes (in the News condition) and describe the content of the frame. The score of this 

task had 2 parts: they received a score for the retrieval of the frame and a score for the 

description of the content of the frame. For the retrieval we used the following scoring: if they 

selected the frame on the first level of the hierarchy their score was 1/3, if they selected the 

frame on the second level their score was 2/3 and if they chose the frame on the third level 

their score was 3/3. The scoring for the content description was similar to that of task global 

content retrieval: there were a number of items the participants had to describe and their 

score was calculated correspondingly. Since the 2 scores for this task are important for 2 

different dependent variables, we will refer to the frame selection as the task finding specific 

frame and to the content description as the task frame content retrieval. 

The fifth task was a navigation task with 4 sub-tasks. The participants had to navigate to 4 

different frames in a particular order. The navigation to each of the 4 frames was considered a 

task and the scoring was the same for each sub-task: 1 if the participant navigated to the 

correct frame and 0 if the participant navigated to a wrong frame. The four sub-tasks are 

referred to as navigation 1, navigation 2, navigation 3 and navigation 4. The task collapsed 

over the sub-tasks will be referred to as task navigation. 

The sixth task was the comparison of two frames: the participants were asked to compare 2 

frames qua people (what people are in this frame) and location (where are the people in the 

frame, e.g. inside, kitchen, garden). The scoring for this task was quite simple: the participants 

had to mention 2 things and for every one they mentioned, their score increased with 1 point. 

Their answers were checked both on their answer forms and the audio tape of the 

experiment. We will refer to this task as the task compare. 

The seventh task was a task of content reproduction with 4 sub-tasks. The participants had to 

summarise the content of 4 different pieces of film or news, depending on which condition 

they were in. They looked at one piece of video at a time and reproduced the content of each 
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piece before watching the next piece of video. The scoring of this task was also similar to the 

scoring of task global content retrieval: there were a number of things the participants had to 

mention to get the maximum score, and for every thing they omitted their score diminished. 

We will refer to the 4 sub-tasks as task specific content retrieval 1, task specific content 

retrieval 2, task specific content retrieval 3, task specific content retrieval 4 respectively. The 

task collapsed over the sub-tasks will be referred to as task specific content retrieval. 

The eighth task was a retrieval task with 2 sub-tasks: the participants had to retrieve 2 frames 

of which the content was specified. In the first sub-task, the content of the frame was specified 

by means of a frame (of which the time code was given) and an explanation. In the second 

sub-task, the content was specified by means of a photograph and an explanation. The score 

for both sub-tasks was 1 if the participant retrieved the correct frame and 0 if the participant 

retrieved a wrong frame. We will refer to these 2 tasks as task retrieval 1 and task retrieval 2 

respectively. The task collapsed over the sub-tasks will be referred to as task retrieval. 

The ninth task was the same as task hierarchy selection 1: the participants had to select the 

correct structure out of a series of examples. The scoring was the same as task hierarchy 

selection 1, and we will refer to this task as task hierarchy selection 2. 

The instructions for the tasks are in Appendix B. 

Each method was used to select key frames from the same two video streams and cluster the 

frames. The extracted key frames were converted into GIF files with a 4x4 downsampling: the 

size of the GIF files was 1/16 of the size of the original images, using only 1/4 of the horizontal 

and vertical lines of the original image. The key frames were presented to the participants in 

an interface written in JAVA (see Appendix C). 

Teach Back 

We used the teach back technique (Pask et. al., 1972) to measure the participant's 

conceptual comprehension. Teach back is letting a participant explain the system to a new, 

naive user, i.e., a dummy, after the participant has had some explanation about the system or 

has worked with it. It is assumed that out of the participant's explanation we can derive his/her 

conceptual comprehension. The participant's explanation is analysed in two ways: analysis of 

the drawing/written text, and analysis of the verbal protocol. The two analyses are then 

combined into a single score for the teach back task. 

To overcome the motivation problem, i.e., to make sure that the participants explain 

everything to the dummy, a monetary bonus is promised. Participants are told that the dummy 

is to perform a series of tasks and they will both (participant and dummy) receive fl 5 extra if 
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the dummy does the tasks perfectly. In fact the dummy does no tasks at all, but the participant 

gets the extra fl 5 anyway. 
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4.2 RESULTS 

In this experiment we investigated four dependent variables. Every variable was examined 

using a number of different tasks. Some of the tasks were used to investigate different 

dependent variables. Most tasks yielded two scores for the participant: one of the scores was 

a correctness-score (did the participant do the task correctly) and the other score was an 

efficiency score. The efficiency score we used was a ratio: for every task were it was relevant, 

an optimal path was calculated and divided by the number of steps it took the participant to do 

the task. The optimal path was the minimum number of steps it takes to perform the task. For 

obvious reasons we will refer to the efficiency ratio as the expert-novice ratio, or ratio for short. 

We will discuss the results for the four variables one at the time. 

Navigation efficiency 

This variable was measured using the expert-novice ratios of all tasks except for the task 

teach back and the tasks global content retrieval and specific content retrieval because for 

these tasks the optimal path was not relevant. The variable was also measured using the time 

it took participants to perform some of the tasks where time was a relevant measure. 

First we look at the expert-novice ratios. 

The first task used to measure this variable was task finding specific frame. The mean ratio for 

this task was .51 (SD: .30) which means that the path of the participants was about twice as 

long as he optimal path. There was no difference in ratio between the different methods of key 

frame extraction (F(2,21 )=.01; p<.99). The next task is task navigation. The mean ratio for this 

task was .55 (SD: .22), so the path of the participants was almost twice the length of the 

optimal path. There was no difference in ratio between the different methods of key frame 

extraction (F(2,21 )=.58; p<.57). 

The mean ratio for task navigation 1 was .71 (SD: .28) which means that the path of the 

participants was about 43% longer than the optimal path. There was no difference in ratio 

between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=1.02; p<.38). 

The mean ratio for task navigation 2 was .68 (SD: .26) which means that the path of the 

participants was about 46% longer than the optimal path. There was no difference in ratio 

between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=.05; p<.95). 

The mean ratio for task navigation 3 was .54 (SD: .27) which means that the path of the 

participants was about twice as long as the optimal path. There was no difference in ratio 

between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.36; p<.70). 
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The mean ratio for task navigation 4 was .58 (SD: .31) which means that the path of the 

participants was about 75% longer than the optimal path. There was no difference in ratio 

between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.02; p<.98). 

When we look at the number of steps the participants take on the different levels during the 

navigation tasks, we get the following result. There is no significant difference (F(2, 10)=15.12; 

p<.1) between the different levels: in all of the six conditions the participants take just as much 

steps on one level as on the other levels. There is a trend however that the participants take 

more steps on level three than on the other two levels. When the results are collapsed over 

the two content types, the trend remains, and the difference is not significant. 

The third task used to measure the navigation efficiency was task compare. The mean ratio 

for this task was .46 (SD: .23) which means that the path of the participants was more than 

twice the length of the optimal path. There was no difference in ratio between the different 

methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=2.05; p<.15). There is a trend however in this task 

that the participants navigate more efficiently in the Film condition than in the News condition. 

The last two tasks used to measure the navigation efficiency are the tasks retrieval 1 and 

retrieval 2. 

The mean ratio for task retrieval 1 was .24 (SD: .15) which means that the path of the 

participants was amply four times as long as the optimal path. There was no difference in ratio 

between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.24; p<.79). 

The mean ratio for task retrieval 2 was .24 (SD: .23), there was a big variance in the ratios 

and the mean indicates that the length of the participant's path was four times the length of 

the optimal path. There was no difference in ratio between the different methods of key frame 

extraction (F(2,21 )=1.37; p<.28). There was an effect of content type (F(1,22)= 5.47; p<.03): 

the search for a frame of which the content is specified by means of a photograph is 

performed more efficiently in the Film condition than in the News condition. 

In summary these results show that there is no difference in the navigation efficiency between 

the different extraction methods, that the path of participants is twice the length of the optimal 

path when navigating to a frame of which the time code is given, and that the length of the 

participant's path is 4 times the length of the optimal path when navigating to a frame of which 

only a content description is given. 

Next we look at the time it took the participants to do certain tasks. 

The first task for which the time used was a relevant measure was task finding specific frame. 

The mean time it took participants to do this task was 57.84 seconds (SD: 46.69), there was a 
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huge variance between the participants. There was no difference in time between the different 

methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.77; p<.48) which is probably due to the large 

variance. 

The next task for which the time used was a relevant measure was task navigation. The mean 

time used for task navigation was 145.5 seconds (SD: 61.03). The differences between the 

participants were quite large. There was no difference in time between the different methods 

of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=.18; p<.84). 

The mean time used for task navigation 1 was 44.7 seconds (SD: 24.24). So again, there was 

a large difference between the time different participants needed to do the task. There was no 

difference in time between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.01; p<.99). 

The mean time used for task navigation 2 was 28.1 seconds (SD: 9.42), here the difference 

between the time different participants needed to do the task was not that large. There was no 

difference in time between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=.25; p<.78). 

The mean time used for task navigation 3 was 41.4 seconds (SD: 31.37), which means there 

was a large difference between the time different participants needed to do the task. There 

was no difference in time between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.40; 

p<.67). 

The mean time used for task navigation 4 was 31.4 seconds (SD: 13.01 ), so there was quite a 

difference between the time different participants needed to do the task. There was no 

difference in time between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=.33; p<.72). 

The last task for which time used was a relevant measure is task retrieval 2. The mean time 

used by the participants for task retrieval 2 was 287.7 seconds (SD: 156.74), which indicates 

that there is a big difference in the amount if time different participants use to do this task. 

There is no difference in time between the different methods of key frame extraction 

(F(2,21 )=.14; p<.87). 

The mean time used for task retrieval 1 was 166.3 seconds (SD: 86.69), which again indicates 

that there is a big difference in the amount of time it takes different participants to do this task. 

There is no difference in time between the different methods of key frame extraction 

(F(2,21 )=.17; p<.84). 

The mean time used for task retrieval 2 was 121.4 seconds (SD: 95.54), which again indicates 

that there is a big difference in the amount of time it takes different participants to do this task. 

There is no difference in time between the different methods of key frame extraction 

(F(2,21)=.25; p<.78). The difference between the content types is almost significant 

(F(1,22)=4.20; p<.05), participants need more time in the News condition to find a frame of 

which the content is specified by means of a photograph than they do to find it in the Film 

condition. The same sort of result for this task was found when comparing the expert-novice 

ratios for task retrieval 2. participants navigated more efficiently in the Film condition than they 

did in the News condition. 
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In summary these results show that participants navigate more efficiently, i.e., in less time, 

when they have a time code to look for than when they have the content of a frame to look for. 

Conceptual comprehension 

This variable was measured using three tasks: the task teach back, and the tasks hierarchy 

selection 1 and hierarchy selection 2. 

The mean score for the task teach back was . 72 (SD: .15) which means that the participants 

gave about 72% of the explanation correctly to the dummy. 

The mean score for task hierarchy selection 1 was .13 (SD: .34). There is a big variation in the 

correctness of the answers of the participants and only 1 out of 8 participants (3 out of the 24) 

gave the correct answer. 

The last task for this variable was task hierarchy selection 2. The mean score for this task was 

.38 (SD: .49). Again there is a big variation in the correctness of the answers, only 9 out of 24 

participants chose the correct structure after interacting extensively with the system. 

In summary these results show that participants are not very good at visualising the 

hierarchical structure of the system. 

Content reproduction 

This variable was measured using the tasks global content retrieval and the tasks specific 

content retrieval 1, specific content retrieval 2, specific content retrieval 3 and specific content 

retrieval 4. 

The mean score on task global content retrieval was .31 (SD: .14) which means that 

participants could only reproduce 31 % of he content of the piece of video after 2 minutes of 

browsing. There was no difference in the scores between the different methods of key frame 

extraction (F(2,21 )=1.30; p<.29) which means that the participants could find the content of 

the piece of video equally well in the three methods of key frame extraction. There was no 

difference between the different content types (F(1,22)=1.90; p<.18) which means that the 

participants could reproduce the content equally well from a film as from a news programme 

when they had 2 minutes to do so. There was no correlation whatsoever between the score on 

the teach back task and the score on this task (r=.20; p<.33). 

The other tasks used to measure the content reproduction are the tasks specific content 

retrieval 1, specific content retrieval 2, specific content retrieval 3 and specific content retrieval 

4. The time-based and shot-based extraction methods both missed some shots (i.e., did not 

represent the shot with a frame) in the Film and the News programme. In table 2 there is an 
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overview of how many shots the two methods missed in the 4 sub-tasks of task specific 

content retrieval . 

Table 2: percentage of not represented shots (i.e., shots of which no frame was selected) per 

sub-task of task specific content retrieval and per content type and extraction method. 

FILM NEWS 

time-based shot-based time-based shot-based 

sp cnt retrieval 1 16% 16% 40% 20% 

sp cnt retrieval 2 35% 59% 16% 50% 

sp cnt retrieval 3 36% 36% 0% 0% 

sp cnt retrieval 4 37.5% 12.5% 0% 43% 

The mean score of task specific content retrieval 1 was .57 (SD: .23) which means that the 

participants reproduced 57% of the content of the piece of video. There was no difference in 

the scores between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=.99; p<.39). There 

was a difference in the scores between the different content types (F(1,22)= 6.19; p<.02) 

which showed that participants could reproduce more of the content in the Film condition than 

in the News condition. There was a significant interaction effect (p=.02) which showed that in 

the condition manual extraction of the Film the participants performed better than in the 

condition manual extraction of the News programme. 

The mean score of task specific content retrieval 2 was .49 (SD: .21) which means that the 

participants reproduced 49% of the content of the piece of video. There was no difference in 

the scores between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21 )=.17; p<.84). There 

was a difference in the scores between the different content types (F(1,22)= 10.85; p<.003) 

which showed that participants could reproduce more of the content in the Film condition than 

in the News condition. There was a significant interaction effect (p=.02) which showed that in 

the condition time-based extraction of the Film the participants performed better than in the 

condition time-based extraction of the News programme. 

The mean score of task specific content retrieval 3 was .53 (SD: .16) which means that the 

participants reproduced 52% of the content of the piece of video. There was no difference in 

the scores between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.53; p<.60). There 

was no difference in the scores between the different content types (F(1,22)= 1.57; p<.22). 

The mean score of task specific content retrieval 4 was .7004 (SD: .22001) which means that 

participants reproduced 70% of the content of the piece of video. There was no difference in 

the scores between the different methods of key frame extraction (F(2,21)=.46; p<.64). There 

was no difference in the scores between the different content types (F(1 ,22)= .23; p<.64). 

In summary these results show that: when there are shots missing (i.e., not represented) in 

the news, the participants reproduce less of the content of the news than of the film. When 
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there are shots missing in both the news and the film, the participants still reproduce less of 

the content of the news than of the film. When little or no shots are not missing in the news, 

then there is no difference in the amount of content of the film and the news reproduced by 

the participants. 

Retrieval effectivity 

To measure this variable we used 3 tasks. 

The first task was task finding specific frame. The mean score (did the participant retrieve the 

correct frame?) for this task was .64 (SD: .39). The second task was task navigation. 

The mean score for task navigation was .98 (SD: .07) which means that all the participants 

retrieved all four frames except for 2 participants who both missed one of the four frames due 

to misreading of the task or due to not putting the frame in the right place so that the log file 

did not show the correct answer. 

The last two tasks used to measure this variable are the tasks retrieval 1 and retrieval 2. 

The mean score for task retrieval 1 was .38 (SD: .49) which means that only 9 out of the 24 

participants retrieved the correct frame. 

The mean score for task retrieval 2 was .17 (SD: .38) which means that only 4 out of the 24 

participants retrieved the correct frame. 

In summary these results show that participants can retrieve a frame of which they have the 

time code and that they perform worse at retrieving a frame of which the content is specified 

and the time code is not given. 

In conclusion, the results show: 

• there is no difference in the navigation efficiency between the different extraction methods; 

• the path of participants is twice the length of the optimal path when navigating to a frame of 

which the time code is given; 

• the length of the participant's path is four times the length of the optimal path when 

navigating to a frame of which only a content description is given; 

• people navigate more efficiently, i.e., in less time, when they have a time code to look for 

than when they have the content of a frame to look for; 

• people are not very good at visualising the hierarchical structure of the system; 

• participants reproduce less of the content of the news when there are shots missing (i.e., 

not represented) in the news; 

• participants reproduce less of the content of the news when there are shots missing in both 

the news and the film; 

• there is no difference in reproduction of content between film and news when little or no 

shots are missing in the news; 
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• people can retrieve a frame of which they have the time code and they perform worse at 

retrieving a frame of which the content is specified and the time code is not given. 
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5. DISCUSSION, METHODOLOGY EVALUATION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

5.1 DISCUSSION 

Beware: one should be careful at interpreting the results of this experiment. The fact that a lot 

of the results are not significant may be due to the small number of participants per condition 

and to the big variance between the participants. 

The core result is that there is no difference between the different extraction methods: if one 

wants to extract key frames, any of the three methods will provide the same content 

information. Contrary to what we expected, there is no difference in navigation efficiency 

between the different methods of key frame extraction. In the time-based condition, on every 

level, there was a fixed time interval between every two frames. This way one could expect as 

to where one would arrive after a button click. Apparently this was not the case since the 

navigation efficiency in the time-based condition was not at all better than in the other two 

conditions where a button click sometimes led to surprising results. 

The content reproduction does not differ between methods: the fact that time-based extraction 

missed 32.17% of the shots of the film and 22.13% of the shots of the news did not decrease 

the participants' reproduction of content in these conditions. Nor did the fact that shot-based 

extraction missed 30% of the shots of the film and 6% of the shots of the news influence the 

content representation of the participants in these conditions. 

There is a trend however when we summed the results over the different tasks that load on 

the variable content reproduction. These summed results show that in he conditions manual 

and shot-based extraction, the participants reproduce less of the content of the news than of 

the film. In the time-based extraction condition, there is no difference between the news and 

the film qua content reproduction. 

The trend that in the task comparing frames the participants navigated more efficiently in the 

Film condition than in the News condition is a strange result. Strange for the following reason: 

the two frames the participants had to compare were further apart in the film than in the news. 

This means that the optimal paths in the Film condition were longer than the optimal paths in 

the News condition, in fact the optimal paths in the Film condition were about two or three 

times as long as the optimal paths in the News condition. If the frames are further apart, and 

thus the optimal path is longer, then the participants have more opportunities to divert from the 

optimal path. If the participants have more opportunities to make their path longer, one would 

expect the difference (if any) to be in the advantage of the condition with the shorter optimal 

path, i.e., the opposite result of what we found. 
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A possible explanation for this anomaly might be that: in the Film condition, the persons visible 

in the to-be-compared frames are characters of the film and are thus easier to recognise than 

the persons visible in the to-be-compared frames in the News condition. Therefore the 

participants in the Film condition recognised the persons in the frames immediately and 

usually only viewed the frames once. The participants in the News condition on the other hand 

did not recognise the persons in the frames and thus went back and forth several times 

between the two frames. 

In the results for the second retrieval-of-one-frame task there was an effect of content type, 

both for the ratio and the time used: the participants navigated more efficiently in the Film 

condition than in the News condition. 

A possible explanation for this result could be a carry-over effect. In the film the participants 

had to find a frame in a snack-bar episode. In a preceding task the participants had to 

reproduce the content of a scene that played at the snack-bar. So one can suppose that the 

participants still had a clue of where to find the snack-bar scene (though it was not the only 

one in the film) and therefore navigated quite efficiently. This was not the case for the News 

condition: here the to-be-retrieved frame was a frame with both the anchorpersons. When 

browsing and navigating through the frames as the participants had been doing during the 

previous tasks, a shot of the anchorpersons does not stand out since it does not provide very 

much information about the content of the news. Therefore, the participants had no idea of 

where to look for the anchorpersons and thus viewed the bulk of the frames at the bottom 

level of the hierarchy. This is not a very efficient strategy which shows in the navigation 

efficiency results. 

The result of the second task choose-a-structure is quite surprising: only 9 out of the 24 

participants chose the correct structure after interacting intensively with the system. The 

overall navigation efficiency is not bad though: taken over the different tasks, the path of the 

participants was not quite twice as long as the optimal path, which means that the participants 

navigate rather efficiently, regarding the fact that they had not been using the system for a 

very long time. This leads to the conclusion that the participants have some idea of how to use 

the structure and it's properties but they cannot visualise it. 

There was no significant difference between the different methods concerning the navigation 

efficiency. But the method that led to the highest navigation efficiency was the shot-based 

method. There is one other result about the navigation efficiency that needs mentioning: in the 

navigation tasks, the participants take (not significantly) more steps on level three than on the 

other two levels. For the navigation to the first frame the participants use the different levels, 

but once they are on the bottom level, they have a tendency of staying there. 
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Reproducing the content of the entire programme after only 2 minutes of browsing seems to 

be quite difficult. The results show that the participants reproduce only 31 % of the content 

after 2 minutes of browsing. The reason for this might be that the participants mainly 

described the separate frames and did not try to find a coherence between the separate 

frames. 

The differences between the methods are not significant, but the participants reproduce most 

of the content in the manual extraction condition. The difference between the other 2 methods 

was negligible. The difference between the different content types is not significant either, but 

it seems that participants can better reproduce the content of the news than of the film. This is 

also visible in the fact that in the manual and the shot-based extraction the participants 

reproduce more of the content of the news than of the film, only in the time-based extraction 

method do the participants reproduce more of the content of the film than of the news. 

When we look at the number of steps the participants take on the different levels of the 

hierarchy, we see that in the manual extraction the participants hardly take any steps on an 

other level than the top one, and still the participants in this condition reproduce the biggest 

part of the content, relative to the other two methods. Another conclusion that can be drawn by 

looking at the number of steps taken at the different levels is that it is better to stay at the top 

level of the hierarchy when one has only two minutes available to skim the frames: at the 

lower levels there are too many frames to look at in only two minutes. 

When we take the results of the four specific content retrieval tasks together we can conclude 

the following: not representing shots of the news is more devastating to the content 

representation than not representing shots of the film. This conclusion is based on several 

results. 

First of all it seems that when shots are missed in the news and none or little are missed in the 

film, the reproduction of the content of the piece of news is harder than the reproduction of the 

content of the piece of film. 

Secondly, it seems that when shots are missed in both the news and the film, reproducing the 

content of the news is still the most difficult. 

Thirdly, it seems that when shots are missed in the film and not in the news there is no 

difference between the two content types, and this corresponds to the case when there no or 

little shots missed in both the content types. 

The final conclusion is this: the extraction method does not influence the navigation efficiency 

nor does it influence the content reproduction. There is a difference between the content types 

though: missing shots of the news is more devastating for the content representation than is 

missing shots of the film. 
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5.2 METHODOLOGY EVALUATION 

The tasks used in this experiment have turned out to be useful to measure the dependent 

variables. However there are three redundant tasks: tasks 1, 3 and 5. 

Task 1 is not useful because asking the participants to select the correct structure before they 

have interacted with the system seems too hard a task and there are not many conclusions to 

draw from the results of this task. 

The usefulness of task 3 is dubious: participants understand the time codes but are not 

tempted to look for the closest frame, there is not much to conclude from the results of this 

task either. 

Task 5 asks participants to compare two frames that cannot be viewed simultaneously, and 

one of the few things to conclude from the results of this task, which are for that matter not 

relevant for any of the dependent variables, is that it could be handy to have the possibility to 

select one frame and keep it visible while looking for the other one, but that is an interface 

matter, and evaluating the interface was not part of our experiment. 

Tasks 2, 4 and 6 are the most interesting tasks: they measure the most prominent dependent 

variables: navigation efficiency and content reproduction. 

In this experiment we had 4 participants per condition with as a result that the power of the 

experiment is quite low. This means that the results should be interpreted with care: due to the 

low number of participants the variation between the participants is large. It is recommendable 

to do the experiment with more participants per condition in the future, and it is expected that 

a lot of the differences that are not significant would be significant if there were 10 participants 

in each condition. 

In general we conclude that the methodology is quite useful for further research in this 

domain. 
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5.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The first thing to do is to repeat this experiment with 10 participants per condition. It is not 

necessary to do all the tasks if one does the experiment with 60 new participants: just doing 

the main tasks (i.e., content reproduction of the programme after two minutes of browsing, the 

navigation tasks and the content reproduction tasks) is enough to get the information that is 

needed. 

If on the other hand one does not wish to run 60 new participants, but simply add 6 

participants per condition, it is necessary to do all the tasks. Since the first 4 participants of 

each condition have done all the tasks, the other 6 participants should do all the tasks as well, 

to insure that their results can be compared to the first 24 participants. Once the experiment is 

repeated with more participants and the conclusions of the experiment are known, it's time to 

do some extra research. 

There is a lot more to investigate: other content types, other time intervals, other age 

categories of participants, levels of professional expertise, ... It would be very interesting to do 

the experiment with sports programmes, documentaries, cartoons, full length films of different 

genres, etc. Using different time intervals to compare time-based extraction methods could 

give more information about the number of frames needed or wanted to represent the different 

content types for it is very well possible that one type of content needs more frames to be 

represented than another content type. Furthermore, the optimal number of levels in the 

hierarchical structure might be different for different types of content and users (e.g., 

professional, amateur, casual, ... ). In addition, the complementarity of key frames and other 

information, such as DVB-SI, remains to be investigated. 

In short there is a lot of research to do in this domain of representing video by means of key 

frames, and it is important to test it with potential users to find out if it is a useful way of 

representing video in the first place. These first results indicate that there is a use for the key 

frames but there is quite some work to be done. 
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APPENDIX A 

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE SYSTEM, READ TO THE PARTICIPANTS BEFORE THE 

TEACH BACK TASK. 

UITLEG AAN PROEFPERSONEN 

Het is de bedoeling dat je gaat werken met een computerprogramma. Het programma toont 

een aantal stilstaande beelden uit een film. Alie beelden komen uit dezelfde film, maar het zijn 

niet alle beelden uit de film. 

De beeldjes zitten op verschillende niveaus verdeeld en je kunt de beeldjes op de 

verschillende niveaus bekijken: met deze knoppen "up" en "down" kun je veranderen van 

niveau. lk zal het nu eens doen (ga twee keer down) en je ziet dat de beeldjes veranderen als 

je dat doet. Als de knop disabled is (uitleg dat de knop dan grijs is en de tekst niet duidelijk) 

betekent het dat je niet meer omhoog of omlaag kunt. 

Hier onderaan heb je een reeks van 5 beeldjes. Het middelste beeldje staat in een rood kader 

en staat in het grate kader bovenaan uitvergroot. Je kunt al de beeldjes in deze reeks 

bekijken, en tel kens het middelste beeldje staat in het grate kader. Met "+ 1" kun je het beeldje 

van het middelste selecteren (zo), met "+3" ga je drie beeldjes verder naar rechts dus het 

beeldje wat net rechts buiten de reeks zit komt dan in het midden (zo). Je kunt oak 1 of drie 

beeldjes naar links opschuiven met deze knoppen "-1" en "-3" (zo). Als je naar het begin van 

de film wilt dan druk je op "begin" (zo) en dan staat het eerste beeldje van de reeks in het 

midden en dus oak uitvergroot. Op dezelfde manier kun je naar het einde van de film door op 

"end" te drukken (zo). 

Verder heb je hier oak nag een "start" en "stop" knop. Deze twee knoppen hebben niets te 

maken met de beeldjes, maar die heb je straks nodig bij het doen van de taakjes. Als je met 

een taak begint druk je op "start" en als je klaar bent met de taak druk je op "stop". Het staat 

bij de uitleg van de taken oak telkens dat je op "start" en "stop" moet drukken. 
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APPENDIXB 

THE TEXT OF THE TASKS FOR THE CONDITION FILM MANUAL EXTRACTION* 

Taak 1 

Je hebt hier een aantal structuren. Kies uit deze voorbeelden die structuur of structuren die 
volgens jou oak in het systeem gebruikt wordt of warden. 

Taak2 

Je krijgt nu twee minuten de tijd om de beeldjes te bekijken. De beeldjes komen uit een 
programa van 25 minuten. Het is de bedoeling dat je in die twee minuten de inhoud probeert 
te achterhalen. Na de twee minuten heb je dan de tijd om de inhoud op te schrijven. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. 

Taak3 

Ga naar dat beeldje waar de film al 13 minuten bezig is en beschrijf (personen, dingen, 
gebeurtenissen, ... ) dat beeldje. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je het beeldje hebt bereikt en schrijf de 
beschrijving dan op. 

Taak4 

Ga eerst naar beeldje 0:15:08.14 en dan naar beeldje 0:01 :35.02 en vervolgens via beeldje 
0:09:52.15 naar beeldje 0:21 : 17 .18. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk telkens op STOP als je op een van de bedoelde 
beeldjes bent aangekomen. 

Taak5 

Vergelijk de beeldjes 0:05:05.08 en 0:16:04.04 qua aanwezige personen (welke personen zijn 
in beeld) en de locatie (waar bevinden die personen zich). 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je de beeldjes volgens jou voldoende 
hebt bekeken en schrijf dan de vergelijking (overeenkomsten en verschillen) op. 

Taak6 

6.1) Beschrijf water gebeurt in het stuk film dat wordt voorgesteld door de beeldjes 0:00:14.07 
tot en met 0:01 :20.00. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je denkt dat je het stuk genoeg hebt 
bekeken en schrijf de irihoud dan op. 

* The tasks for the conditions with the other extraction methods were the same, only the 
timecodes differed between the different methods 
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6.2) Beschrijf wat er gebeurt in het stuk film dat wordt voorgesteld door de beeldjes 0:06:04.24 
tot en met 0:06:54.00. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je denkt dat je het stuk genoeg hebt 
bekeken en schrijf de inhoud dan op. 

6.3) Beschrijf wat er gebeurt in het stuk film dat wordt voorgesteld door de beeldjes 0:08:39.11 
tot en met 0:09:26.14. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je denkt dat je het stuk genoeg hebt 
bekeken en schrijf de inhoud dan op. 

6.4) Beschrijf water gebeurt in het stuk film dat wordt voorgesteld door de beeldjes 0:11 :39.22 
tot en met 0:12:11.06. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je denkt dat je het stuk genoeg hebt 
bekeken en schrijf de inhoud dan op. 

Taak7 

7.1) In het beeldje 0:02:40.06 zie je een dame die een map in haar handen houdt. 
Ga naar het derde beeldje uit de film waar deze dame in vooraanzicht te zien is. 
Druk op ST ART om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je het beeldje hebt gevonden. 

7.2) Op de foto zie je een man in het uniform van een fast food-keten. 
Ga naar het tweede beeldje uit de film waar deze man in uniform te zien is en waar de man 
met het zwarte haar en de bleke jas niet te zien is. 
Druk op START om te beginnen. Druk op STOP als je het beeldje hebt gevonden. 

Taak8 

Je hebt hier een aantal structuren. Kies uit deze voorbeelden die structuur of structuren die 
volgens jou oak in het systeem gebruikt wordt of warden. 
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APPENDIXC 

PICTURE OF THE INTERFACE WITH IMAGES OF THE FILM, THIS IMAGE IS TAKEN 

FROM THE CONDITION MANUAL EXTRACTION* 

_, 
I 

18~~~5.ll ........ . 

I 0:07:10J)J) 

• The interface was the same for the different extraction methods and content types. 
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APPENDIXD 

THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE USED IN THE EXPERIMENT 
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APPENDIX E 

SOME OF THE STRUCTURES THE PARTICIPANTS COULD CHOOSE FROM IN THE 

HIERARCHY SELECTION TASKS 
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